
The Latest News!
Our clinic is finished.  It took a bit longer than expected (what a surprise!) but the result is great. Thanks to the Susy Utzinger Stif-
tung we now have a beautiful and very well functioning veterinary clinic. As soon as it was done, it received the first inhabitants. 
 
Read on to find out what all has been going on at Esperanza Verde!

What has been built?
Veterinary Clinic

At the beginning of March the clinic received its first animal, a male deer 
of about one year old, Rabito. Although the clinic was not completely 
finished, the cages were, so we used the biggest cage for Rabito for some days. He had a rough trip, being transported from Curi-
mana, so some wounds needed treatment. He quickly recovered and after he could roam in the garden of the clinic, where he 
still lives. He has sort of become the Clinic-garden-pet. After some tiling, new shelves and the construction of the treatment table 
we declared the clinic officially ready for use. In April we were able to start moving all our medical supplies and other necessary 
materials in to the clinic.

As we have been receiving more and more animals, the clinic was becoming a huge necessity. It is more apparent everyday how 
important it is to have an area where you have a good and clean environment for the treatment of sick or injured animals. Whilst 
also acting as a home for new arrivals, the clinic is a vital addition to our project. Since April the clinic has not been empty, and it 
is a full day’s work for one of the volunteers to take care of all of the animals. It is a job loved by all, as it is a chance to have more 
involvement with the animals. Olivia finally has her own area, where she can work on administration, work in the lab with the mi-
croscope, and be directly involved with the clinic-animals.  
Thank you Susy and Philipp!

Forced repair of bodega

In October 2015 a large tree fell on the bodega. The whole roof 
was destroyed, but luckily most of the cement wall was still 
standing. We are enormously lucky that no one was in the bo-
dega at the moment it happened. Douwe started planning the 
re-construction of the bodega almost straight away. To make 
something positive out of a negative, we decided to take the 
opportunity and make the bodega slightly bigger to make more 
room for all the bananas. Thanks to the quick response of the 
Susy Utzinger Stiftung, we could get material to rebuild quickly.
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New Pepe cage

One of the first cages that was built at EV was a 3 compartment cage for Pepe, a male tayra. After having lasted almost 5 years, with 
the group of around 800 parakeets being the last occupants, it was falling apart bit by bit. As it was a cage made with wooden posts, 
we knew it would not last a life-time. We decided to break it down completely and build a new improved Pepe cage, with metal 
supports, concrete structure and wire mesh. We also knew we would 
need a new cage soon, as we now seem to be the only centre able to 
receive animals here in Ucayali. So as soon as we got the material we 
broke it down and build this new one. 

Enclosure for Ringo - Fencing Manager house

Together with Rabito, a young male deer of about 4 month arrived, 
now named Ringo. As we did not have an enclosure for him, and he 
could not be together with Rabito, at first Douwe and Olivia took him 
into their house. Well you can imagine how well that worked.... Anyway it went ok for a few days, but as it wasn’t house-trained, 
everything started to smell big time! So they tried with a dog harness and a leash and took him out several times a day to do his 
thing. It took a while for Ringo to get used to it, but it worked, and he never peed in the house anymore. Of course this was not a 

permanent solution, so we decided to fence in the garden. This was already in the future plans, 
so we only brought it forward a bit. As ever an animal’s needs always come first and they tell us 
what project is the priority!

Spider monkey enclosure

Thanks to all the donations received in Holland by the Dutch Society ‘Esperanza Verde’ (of which 
a big part was thanks to the Dutch Television show ‘Floortje’), we could start a new enclosure 
for the two male spider monkeys, Lucio and Rimaq. These two large males have been raised 
from a young age by people, so they have sadly now become too dangerous to have outside at 
Esperanza Verde. Whilst they do not seem overly aggressive the risk is too big that, because of a 

miscommunication, they could bite one of the people working and living here. Even Lucio, whose canines were broken off by the 
former owners (a circus) can still give a nasty bite. In the wild they would not be able to survive without the care of humans. They 
can live for up to 25 years in captivity, which alone is reason enough to give them a nice and big enclosure where they can climb 
and swing around.

Cabin for long-term volunteers

With the new clinic in use, the old office was empty. As we were waiting for 
all the material to arrive for the spider monkey enclosure, we made a new 
plan. We wanted to make a comfortable space for volunteers who stay for 
a long period of time, so we decided to add a bathroom (with shower, toi-
let), and renew the wire mesh at the old office. It now serves as a perfect 
little house and is an idyllic place to spend your time, with some privacy 
(providing the monkeys don’t look in!) and a beautiful view.
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Smaller but important jobs

In between, we still had time for improvements. The windows of the volunteer kitchen 
and most of the volunteer house were repaired and the wire mesh replaced. The bon-
fire area got new benches, now with metal posts. As we expand, general maintenance 
is becoming a ever bigger job. The project is growing so fast! Also with the rainy season 
paths and the floor of enclosures always need a lot of work, in order to keep the mud 
level manageable.

New Animals
Since the last newsletter we received more animals in need, 95 in total:
As we place all news about individual animals on the 3-4 weekly updates on our website, we will only give details here about some 
animals. If you want to find out about a specific animal check: www.esperanzaverdeperu.com

From private persons we received the following (13 in total):

2 agoutis.  
2 yellow footed tortoises, one is released, one joined the others in in the reptile cage.
1 young male kinkajou, Kiko.
2 red brocket deer.
1 opossum, sadly died within a week of arrival.
1 yellow-spotted river turtle, three-legged, but now doing fine in the pond in the reptile enclosure. 
1 blue headed parrot, wild  and caught accidently in a fish trap which was hanging outside for repair. Released within the same week.
1 great egret, hurt by local children, but saved by others and brought here. After a quick recovery he was released, but unfortunately 
he did not seem to do so well and came back himself.  After some further treatment and training to fish we were sucessful in releas-
ing him.
1 female kinkajou, Kila, same age as Kiko
1 young female tree porcupine, Soraya, who is lame in her hind leg. She recently arrived and is under treatment in the clinic. We 
hope we get her fully recovered and released again but only time will tell.

Kiko, the kinkajou, came from a nearby village and was held as a pet, very young and very tame.  To make a release here possi-
ble, we tried to maintain the smallest amount of contact with Kiko.  He was moved to the quietest cage near the house of Douwe 

and Olivia. He was growing steadily and after 5 months we decided to let him 
explore the outside world. As we had bad experiences previously with releasing 
kinkajous and their encounters with wild ones, we always kept a close eye on 
him as well as keeping an ear out during the night! For 3 months he was doing 
well, going out of his cage at night, and sleeping inside during day. Unfortunately 
a wild male kinkajou turned up one evening. It’s likely Kiko just wanted to say hi 
to him, but he found out the hard way that the feeling was not mutual. At 3 am 
we woke up to sounds of Kiko in distress. He was brutally attacked until Douwe 
intervened and separated them. He is now back in his cage and is responding 
well to treatment. Although injured it appears he did not loose the sight in his 
left eye. 
We hope we can let him out again during nights in the near future, but only if 
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Douwe and Olivia are there during night to keep an ear out. The only other option would be to 
keep him in a cage for the rest of his life, which we never aspire to unless completely necessary. 
This again demonstrates how hard it is to reintroduce animals that have been taken out of the 
wild and raised as pets. 
Now with the arrival of Kila, the female kinkajou, we hope to have a partner for Kiko soon. 
They will be introduced in the next few days. 

Found were the following animals (31 in total):

(A list first, and after that the details)
1 baby- bat, Creeper
20 bats
6 baby mouse opossums
1 green oropendola
1 two-toed sloth, which spent only a few weeks with us before it was healthy enough and re-
leased successfully.
1 black fronted nunbird 
1 yellow-footed tortoise

Creeper, the baby bat and 20 more. Kayla was sitting in her classroom when she saw some-
thing small and black falling from the roof, so she decided to take a look. The baby bat probably 
fell quite hard from such a height but luckily he was not harmed. For some weeks he seemed 
to do really well, accepting the milk and care. Then after 4 weeks an injury was discovered, well 
hidden below his wings, along with another to his stomach. We started intensive treatment, 
but could not do anything in the end, and sadly he died. Around the same time about 20 bats 
from Kayla’s school were rescued by the children and brought to us. These bats were bound to 
end up dead, as the school had planned to spray insecticide there to get rid of them. So Kayla 
decided, together with her school friends, to catch them and bring them home. This took some 
convincing, as many believe all bats are bloodsuckers and don’t dare to touch them. But Kayla 
is good at convincing.... Anyway when night fell we released them all safely at the family house, 
outside of course....

From the Ministry of Fauna and Flora we received the following animals:

Region Ucayali (44 in total):
2 brown capuchins, Khali (young male) and Nera (female).
2 young female white-fronted capuchins, Chaira and Xira.
A young female woolly monkey, Lupa.
7 South-american coatis (3 males, 4 females)
1 giant anteater, releasedon the day of its arrival.
1 baby brown-throated three toed sloth, who died after 10 days. 
1 adult male paca, Takiri.
1 adult male pacarana, Capac.
1 young male tayra, Zambo.
1 young female peccary, Kohana. Now living with Quintisha.
2 agoutis, released. 
2 cobalt winged parakeets.
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2 festive amazon parrots.
A Speckled chachalaca, aptly named Shakalaka.
5 six-tubercled river turtle.
6 yellow-footed tortoises.
8 yellow-spotted turtles.

Region San Martin (7 in total):
Two young male red howler monkeys, Kosho and Sango. Howler monkeys 
have a complex digestive system and a high rate of depression so need a lot 
of extra care.  Sadly, despite our best efforts neither of these survived.

A young female woolly monkey, Chiquita.
A young female brown capuchin, Cinty.
A baby female tamarin, who sadly died shortly after arrival.
A young female nightmonkey, Sira.
A many-banded arasari, Churi.

The Baby Monkey Group (Cinty, Khali, Chiquita and Lupa) started life seperated here at Esperanza Verde as they arrived at differ-
ent times and in varying conditions of health. Khali started life here needing a lot of medical attention 
so spent his first few months in Olivia and Douwe’s house. Cinty and Chiquita arrived together and more 
recently Lupa. Once they were all fit and healthy they were united in the Roko cage before being released 
to join the outside monkey group. It was hard at first but now our volunteers are distancing themselves, 
in order to discourage contact. So far this is working well and only occasionally do Khali, Cinty or Chiquita 
seek attention. Lupa is making the best progress and spends nearly all her time with the other woolly 
monkeys. 

Sira (baby female night monkey) was rescued by the ministry. Like Khali, she initially needed a lot of care 
so spent her first few weeks here under the close observation of Olivia. It was struggle to get her to eat 
at first but after a while she loved all the attention and enjoyed hitching a ride on the head of anyone 

willing. After some time in the clinic she has more recently spent her afternoons playing with 
the baby monkey group and her evenings in the Roko cage, often joined by Khali. (Khali hasnt 
quite learn’t that she is a night monkey and he will get little peace and quiet in order to sleep!) 
Whilst Sira has found each move quite stressful, taking a few days to adapt she continues to 
make good progress and is eating and drinking well. 

The Coatis Family are, after an initial period in a cage, now enjoying freedom. Whilst in the 
cage the coatis often pestered the volunteers when they were cleaning, however now outside 
they generally keep themselves to themselves. Although we sadly lost 3 to illness, the remain-
ing 4 can now usually be found eating twice a day from their very own feeding table. However 

more recently one of the females hasn’t been spotted and as she was heavily pregnant we assume she is in a nest somewhere with 
the babies! 

Zambo (young male tayra), arrived seemingly blind, weak and, as the poor condition of his fur indicated, troubled by parasites. 
Housed in the clinic he received intensive treatment and care and thankfully made a remarkable recovery. There were some ups 
and downs, we feared at one point he was permenantly blind, and also he was found to have maggots in several areas of his skin. 
But these worries all seem a distant memory now! Although still a bit scruffy and with limited vision he is a different animal, strong, 
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mischievous and full of energy. He bites everything from leaves to the boots of volunteers, so we try to keep him busy with two 
long walks a day (much like we used to do with Pepe, our old tayra). Initially he stayed on a lead for these walks but now he walks 
free, although he doesn’t venture very far from the volunteer yet. 

What is going on with the ‘old’ animals?
Ramona, our baby female woolly monkey, unfortunately suffered through a condition 
that persistently deteriorated. During her last week she lost all of the weight she gained 
while she was here. We tried to feed her as much as possible, mainly by force feeding. 
From the beginning we suspected something was wrong with her skull. Most likely caused 
by falling on her head when her mother was shot and fell down. In the last months of her 
life we gave her all the love and attention she deserved, but after two months of nurturing 
her we were forced to give tearful goodbyes and let her go. This was one of the hardest decisions we have had to make. During the 
autopsy we found that she would not have lived much longer. Part of her skull was squeezed below the rest. This was probably the 
cause of all her problems. She tried, we tried...but this was an animal we could not save.

Tupak (toucan) & Pauki (oropendola) are both doing well and are now fully released. After spending some time returning to their 
cages at night, they now spend all their time exploring the jungle 
and are only seen from time to time. Pauki when he visits often 
lands with a bump on the nearest volunteer’s head and demands 
some food. 

Supay, our chirpy little shiny cow bird sadly died recently. Although 
he made fantastic progress and had changed from a scruffy little 
chick to a beautiful adult, he fell victim to a boa one evening. He 
had, in the last year, been moved to the aviary and loved annoying 
the other birds and singing in the morning. It’s a sad loss as many of 

our volunteers will remember him and helped raise him. Rest in peace Supay.

Rincay, (male tapir), continues to do well. As always he sometimes still has a problem with tics, however with some treatment 
and the care and attention of our volunteers, we keep this under control. As ever he enjoys life in his enclosure with Pepito, our 
resident tortoise.

Quintisha, (female collared peccary), is still doing well. After loosing the company of Xena and spending a period of time on her 
own in her new enclosure, she has recently been joined by another young female peccary, Kohana. Although we are still observing 
their behaviour, initially they seem to be getting on well and Quintisha seems pleased to have a friend once again.  

Elmo (male two-toed sloth), is still enjoying his life outside exploring the freedom of 
the jungle. He drops by from time to time to say hello but is being spotted less and less. 
Although we always enjoy his company, he is one of our best success stories so we are 
happy he is going further and becoming more adventurous. Hand raised from a baby, 
he is now fully integrated into the wild and finds all his own food.

Our outside monkey group has changed big-time since the last newsletter:
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6 brown capuchin monkeys: Mica, Nikita, Jordi and new: Nera, Cinty and Khali 
2 white-fronted capuchin monkey: (new) Chaira and Xira
5 woolly monkeys: Nakoya, Kamari, Willow, and new: Chiquita and Lupa
3 squirrel monkeys: Camila, Louie and Leo
1 spider monkey: Yanay (released from the La Sapa cage)
1 night monkey, which joins the outside monkeys in the afternoon till 9pm: (new) Sira

Camila (female adult squirrel monkey), did not have any further epileptic attacks since 
the last newsletter and is happily living outside once again. Although from time to time 
she still jumps on a volunteer, she has become calmer and is less feared by volunteers. 

She joins Leo and Louie, and the other squirrel monkeys, for playing, and even goes with them for periods of time when they join 
the wild group. Unfortunately as she still has an urge to go through open doors sneakily, one day her tail was caught when a door 
closed. It was broken, but fortunately it did not get infected and did not bother her too much. She now is easily recognized with 
her bent tail!

The other squirrel monkeys are still visiting from time to time. You may remember 
that last year we released a group of seven that were all rescued by the ministry. This 
group included a skinny adult female, named Silvana. Silvana was spotted looking 
very healthy and with a baby on her back. Congratulations Silvana! 

Shambito (male saddleback tamarin), has now fully integrated with the local wild 
group of tamarins. We initially released him with a female tamarin, Alessi, and when 
Alessi disappeared we were unsure if Shambito would be accepted by the wild group 
as they can often be quite aggressive to outsiders. It took a little time but he has 
found himself a family and is now so big he can barely be distinguished. We only 
know its him as when they visit he often likes to play with his old friends Kamari and Willow. 

Mica (female capuchin) was in the last few months captured and given a hormonal contraceptive implant. For about a year we 
had been giving Mica hormonal injections to try and suppress the unwanted attention she 
was giving our male volunteers. These injections needed to be given every 3 months but now 
thanks to the donation of the implant we do not need to cause her any unnecessary stress, as 
we hope it will last long enough till she accepted Jordi as her male and not a human being. So 
far it seems to work as she no longer stays close and tends to go on the daily travels with Jordi, 
Nikita and co. New volunteers even don’t know who she is when asked after some weeks. So 
after so many years we see Mica finally  changing in a real capuchin monkey without the need 
for human contact anymore.

Nakoya, Willow and Kamari (woolly monkeys) continue to do well. In the last year Nakoya 
has stopped having milk, though this doesn’t stop her from trying to steal the other babies 
milk whenever the opportunity arises. With the arrival of babies Chiquita and Lupa, Willow 
and Kamari have been given the opportunity to practise their paternal instincts and Lupa is 
rarely left unattended, much to her displeasure when she tries to escape and is scooped back 
up!  Also much to test the patience of our volunteers as they hang around trying to find the 
opportunity to intercept and give Lupa her milk 3 times a day. 
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Yanay (female spider monkey) we are pleased to announce has finally been re-
leased to join the monkey troop. As she did not display any aggressive behaviour 
we decided to give her a chance at freedom. After a few days under the close 
observation of our volunteers she took well to all the other monkeys and seems 
to have formed a close bond with Kamari. In fact sometimes she is even allowed 
to take some of the parental responsibility and look after Lupa, which is quite an 
honour! A few months ago we thought, due to her a growing belly, that Yanay 
might have been pregnant but with the estimated due date now past, we think 
she is just content with her new lifestyle and getting fat eating from the monkey 
tables outside. 

Family Life
Bit by bit we all got settled in to our new house. The change meant some adjusting for everyone, the family, the volunteers, and 
the animals. We are now living further into the forest, and subsequently we are not always nearby to answer every question and 
fulfil every need. However, after some initial adjustment, it has been working out well.  For Mica, the female capuchin and Camila, 
the female squirrel monkey, it was probably the biggest change. Their ‘family’ moved away. However it did not take long for them 
to find us again, and they now visit several times a week, along with the outside group of squirrel monkeys with Jordi and Nikita. 

Of course Mica will try our door, and when she finds it unlocked, she always tries her luck 
at steeling something from inside. The volunteers have also settled well into their new 
routine, with no children or bosses around, they can relax a little more, whilst we enjoy 
our privacy.

A year has passed and it went by very quickly. We had a lot of work to do at Esperanza 
Verde and very little time for relaxing. Kayla finished her last year at primary school, and 
started secondary. Unfortunately all did not turn out that well at that school, so she is 
now again in the sixth grade of primary. Most important is that she is happy to go to 
school again and it seems to have been the right decision. Thanks to Bart Bijl from the 
INIO-institute in Holland she receives some extra education via the internet. And thanks 
to the Dutch TV-show, we had several people contact us willing to help her either with 
material or helping her here as part of their volunteering. Of course next year it will still 
be a question of where she will go, but so far, she is doing great, and more importantly 
she is happy.

Marlon has now moved up from kindergarten to primary. At first he did not like the 
change so much, especially leaving his old kindergarten-building, but when he noticed 
his friends were there as well, he started to enjoy it. Well.....there is always something, 

but as they say boys will be boys! He has really started to enjoy learning to read and write, so soon he will be able to enjoy the 
book-collection Kayla has built up in her room. 

So all in all it has been a busy year, and we are all looking forward to our stay in Holland this year in July-August. Thanks to the 
financial support of our family and several friends it was made possible, this time, for us all to go (including Douwe). Thank you 
Leo, Lodewijk, Catelijne and Sigrid for organizing it all. Douwe will stay for 2 weeks, while Olivia and the children will stay 5 weeks. 
Thank you Lauren and Iain for making this possible, as they will hold fort for us at Esperanza Verde whilst we are away.
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Volunteers and Work
 
Thanks to the Dutch TV programme Floortje, Esperanza Verde has received a lot of attention in 
The Netherlands and at times we have been a full house and we have not had a bed to spare. 
As always there have been volunteers from all over the world too, every one bringing a new 
skill to the table. With lots of new volunteers there is always a need for a lot of training and 
our longer term volunteers have stepped up to the challenge well. Everyone has had a great 
attitude and lots of enthusiasm. 

Along with the day-to-day animal feeding and other volunteer duties, there have been a few 
more unusual projects taking place. Philipp Zerbe set up a student course and visited us with 2 vet-students and 2 vets. Thanks 
to the Susy Utzinger Stiftung we organized a de-worming campaign in the local village, Bello Horizonte, to treat the local cats and 
dogs. Whilst here the vets also spayed the family cat, Simba, along with a few other domesticated ani-
mals in the village. Olivia and Douwe learned a lot thanks to the given courses in those weeks. 
Philipp and the vets came with a lot of material from Switzerland, financed by the Susy Utzinger Stiftung, 
e.g. camera traps, night vision, animal cages and various other useful equipment. Thank you all!

Our volunteers have also been keeping themselves busy by creating enrichment activities for all of our 
captive animals. It is important to keep them active physically and mentally, so several times a week we 
give them an item designed to stimulate them, often food wrapped in leaf packages hung up or buried 
around the cage.

However it’s not all hard work here at the project and over the past year we have been able to organise 
regular night walks with Douwe, forest walks with Machico, and trips to the big waterfall Regalia to swim 
and jump off the top. 

Selva Dormida, The Forest
This year we were able to plant a further 200 new seedlings to help towards our reforestation project, 
mostly of the cedro and shihuaco species. With the help of the volunteers we noted the GPS location of 
these new trees to add to the map with the 2000 we already planted in previous years.  

Our focus on reforestation has become even more vital in the last year. The population of the local village, 
Bello Horizonte, is growing rapidly as there has been an influx of workers from nearby mountain villages. 
Some make the journey to take advantage of the low land prices, whilst others are seeking jobs on the 
subsequent growing number of plantations.  Whilst the “old” villagers focussed their efforts on maintain-
ing smaller farms with the purpose of feeding their families, these “new” villagers are more interested in 
profit and are hence expanding their plantations at a rapid pace. This along with the ever expanding coca 
industry is making our battle to preserve the rainforest even harder. 

By investing in land we can protect parts of this rainforest and provide a safe environment for those animals we are lucky enough 
to release back into the wild. Esperanza Verde now owns around 180 hectares and by replanting seedlings in the areas previously 
lost to farming we are continuously working towards our goal of preserving Selva Dormida.  
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Future plans and how you can help
This year we hope to finish the new enclosure for the spider monkeys.  And of course there 
are several new plans as always.

Storage building
One of the smaller projects will be the construction of a new storage building with two com-
partments. One for the storage of the food for people, the other for all the tools for construc-
tion. This has become a necessity, as having a bigger group of volunteers, we need to create 
more room in the kitchen. We do the shopping once a week, which saves time and money in travelling, but it means it’s a large 
amount of food to store.  Until recently we always stored the tools in the attic of the kitchen, but as this has become a permanent 
extra-volunteer room, tools are currently stored at the family-house. To have everything more central and accessible we will build 
the new storage near to the volunteer kitchen.

Old LUCA-cage
One of the oldest cages, LUCA, (the cage nearest the water-tanks), is now falling apart. It was 
built in the first year, and has been repaired several times, but now needs completely rebuilding.
As soon as we have sponsorship for new materials, we will break it down and build a new cage, 
made with metal posts instead of wooden. However for now it will stay as it is, as you never 
know when an animal arrives unexpected needing an enclosure. 

Of course we also have plans for a bigger project, such as a quarantine enclosure, but this will 
take more planning and time. We hope we can start the preparations in 2017.

If you want to learn something about constructing houses and cages, building a clinic, taking care of different species of animals, 
living in the jungle, seeing some wildlife, etc., come and help out or spread the word. If you like animals, enjoy a simpler lifestyle, 
and you’re not afraid of getting a bit dirty sometimes, come and help out! You don’t need any special skills, just your willpower and 
enthusiasm is enough. 

You can also help us in other ways:
Donating, not only for special projects, but also for general caretaking. We always need funding for feeding and maintenance. A 
contribution of 50 dollars can feed one woolly monkey for an entire month! At the moment we have 6 baby monkeys in need of 
milk, and they drink a lot. With a donation of 30 dollars you can provide all of them with milk + vitamins for a whole week.

Linking our web page to yours and mentioning us in blogs. Or inviting people to like our facebook page www.facebook.com/esper-
anzaverdeperuen

Spreading the word around to people who might be interested in volunteering, or handing out the flyers to people interested in 
coming to help out, e.g. at universities, schools, or among friends. They are available on the website of the German association: 
http://www.esperanzaverdeperu.de/

Become member of the German or Swiss association, and join the reunions to meet all other volunteers.

Organizing a fundraising event at your school, work, with friends, or any other activity to raise money (e.g. for a specific project). 
You can always write to us if you need more information or photos to help you with this. 

As always we are looking for someone or perhaps a group of friends who would be willing to help finance the yearly salary (or part 
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of it) for Machico for 2017. As always he is a great asset to Esperanza Verde and knows this area and its fauna and flora very well.  

Thank you!
Esperanza Verde would not be possible without all the help we have been receiving, physically, morally and financially. 

Thank you to all the volunteers who have stayed with us and helped us in everything: 
Olga Roszkowska, Yeliz Nava, Enrico Cazullo, Jerry Liu, Zuzanna Derlacz, Danny Manzo, 
Dominik Schmutz, Alex South, Tasso Lage, Linus Märtensson, Tabea Kuchenbecker, Anouck 
Sebold, Asta Lubanski, Rikke Dyre Jespersen, Aline Steinmann, Sarah Hollis, Kenneth Berger, 
Ashleigh Hooper, Lore Mennes, Myriam Laux, Gabriel Müller,  Niklas Eich, Samuel Guenther, 
Leonie Suter, Carl Noyce, Nick Parkinson, Jack Holm, Shani Taylor, Kimberley Borgerink, Elias 
Bonet, Mara List, Max Terwindt, Wouter Stumphius, Andrzej Tarsiuk, Rahel Hufenus, Filip 
Olsok, Lara Bodlak, Kelly Hood, Dan Cotterman, Francoise Guigon, Patrice Chavot, Elske Dou-
wma, Calum Rae, Marjolein Lam, Marijn Touw, Amélie Deslias, Jonathan Savary, Lars Erke-
land, Mona Fias, Samia Zimmermann, Mylene Vacher, Sarah van Rossem, Morgane Roussel, 
Lore Mennes, Anne Lorup Arildsen, Valentine Rabardel, Mélanie Dufresnes, Marie Gadaud, 

Marta Rybnik, Simon Herhaus, Stephanie Mangelaars, Carlijn Jansen, Alexandra Fredblad, Alicia Gustafsson, Nikki Roos, Marlies Ooteman,  
Isabelle Eijk and Emily Iacobucci. 

And a special thanks to Philipp Zerbe who visited us with 2 veterinarians, Rahel Hufenus and Nadja Bösch, and 2 veterinarian students, Katja 
Schonbachler, and Florian Schärer. It was an informative, intensive, very interesting and enjoyful 2 weeks.

Thank you Lauren Young and Iain Braid for your on going support from back home and keeping our facebook page live and updated. Thank you 
so much for coming back to take care of Esperanza Verde during our time in Holland.  You are great with animals and people and we feel that 
Esperanza Verde will be in very good hands while we are gone. You are the best!

Thank you to our permanent staff: Elena, our cook and help with everything, Machico, and Geiler, helping out Douwe in everything, construc-
tion, maintenance and more. And also more recently Gumishu.

Thank you Dylan Lobaton Garcia, Esperanza Verde’s veterinair and our good friend, for helping us at all times, and teaching us the Peruvian ways.

Thank you, Noë Brand, for all the hours you spent voluntarily working on the website. Thank you Catelijne Maij-Cortlever and Martha Carizo 
Ibarra for your ongoing support for the website.

Thank you Philipp Zerbe for being there for us at all times, as a colleague, a veterinarian and a very good friend.

Thank you, Lauren Young for helping out with this newsletter, writing sections, adjusting text and photos, checking grammar, and the layout.

Thank you, Yessica Delgado for the translating again this newsletter into Spanish.

Thank you Susy Utzinger and the Susy Utzinger Stiftung für Tierschutz for your ongoing support and help at all times. Thanks to you we now have 
two beautiful and efficient working buildings, the clinic and the bodega, and a lot of usefull material!

Thank you for your donations (financial and equipment): Elske Douma and co-workers, Folkert Broersma and Drs. Pieter van Iren, from the 
clinic ‘Dierenartsen Heerenveen’, Diergeneeskundig centrum Almere, veterinarians Esther van Kesteren and Isabelle Eijk, Lara Bodlak and 
Julia Nessler and friends, Kathrin Pees, Claire Gilant, Manon Casanove, Jessica Kerr, Vivienne Wetzel, Lauren Young, Iain Braid, Ben and Ellen 
Feibleman, Luke Kenny, John Mark Sanders, Jan en Annie van Roon, Nick Eich, Sam Guenther, Kimberley Borgerink, Morgane Roussel, Family 
Schmutz, Dan Cowell, Florian Schärer, Katja Schonbachler, Rahel Hufenus,  Nadja Bösch, Philipp Zerbe, Family Fernandez-Mehler, friends and 
family of Lars Erkeland and Sarah van Rossem, Eline van Nes, Jurrian van Eerten, Emily Iacobucci.
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Thanks to the Dutch tv-programm ‘Floortje naar het einde van de wereld’ we received a lot of donations, and packages and other personal 
support. Thank you: Julie Heyning, Shanta, Jack & Donovan Moti, Henk and Irmgard Meij, Irene Bonte, Kees Kampschuur, Bart Bijl, Simon and 
Claudia Talsna, Ellen Rombouts, Jan Passman, D.M. de ron, R.J. Bergsma, J.P.S. Boon, Annet Eelting, Hugo Bouthoorn, Joke van Wingerden, 
Sacha and Simone Castella, Peter Spoelstra (SPA project), Louise de Jong, and many others who donated through geef.nl to the Dutch Society 
‘Esperanza Verde’ in Holland. With the donations you all made it possible to give the two male spidermonkeys a beautiful new big enclosure.

In Germany we are supported by the German association ‘Förderverein Esperanza Verde e.V.’. Thank you Jule Ritz and Nico van den Benken for 
your enthusiasm in helping and supporting us. Thank you also to all members and donators. You can become a member and get regular updates. 
You can also help them with sponsoring activities, or just get in touch with old volunteers. Membership fees and income of any PR-activities are 
entirely given to Esperanza Verde. Check the website: www.esperanzaverdeperu.de.  This year you all helped to finance the general maintenance 
(mostly in hands of Machico). With this last rainy season but as well the dry season, it was a necessary help, both for the animals as well as for 
the people taking care of them!

Thank you to our Sponsor (through the German Association): Gisela Röder-Arndt

Thank you to our periodical donators: Jule Ritz,  Eva van Andel, Nico von den Benken, Nadja Morff, Annelies Gerber and Trijn Mulder.

In Switzerland we are supported by the Swiss association ¨Förderverein Esperanza Verde Schweiz¨. Thank you Philipp Zerbe, Carole Schuppis-
ser, Lukas Bischofberger, Katja Schönbächler, Bigna Schulthess and Annelies Gerber for all your help, support and work you do. Thank you to 
all members and donators. We hope we will get many new members this year to support us. Check the website: www.esperanzaverde.ch.  The 
association is very active in finding sponsoring for any new project necessary, or material in need at Esperanza Verde.  

Thank you Prof Jean-Michel Hatt and the team of the clinic for zoo animals, exotic pets and wildlife for your ongoing support and advice.

Thank you Deutsche Gesellschaft für Herpetologie und Terrarienkunde (DGHT) from Zürich for your continuous support in taking care of reptiles 
and amphibia.

Thank you DELI-CAAT in Amsterdam for selling local Peruvian necklaces and bracelets to support Esperanza Verde.

Thank you Tierarztpraxis Laupeneck and Dr. Marc Schenkel for your ongoing advice and support.

Thank you International Animal Rescue and Alan Knight for your recent advice and support.

Thank you KITAplus Wolfhausen for your Jungle-project and the opportunity to present our work.

Thank you Dr. Morena Wernick from www.exoticvet.ch for your time, knowledge and help with our special cases.

Thank you  LED-Lenser for sponsoring several head lamps. Here in the jungle with several dangerous snakes around, having good lamps at night 
can safe you!

In Holland we are sponsored by the foundation ‘Esperanza Verde’. Thank you Sven Groenen and Anne-marie Wieringa for the time and work 
you are putting in for Esperanza Verde. 

We want to apologize in advance in case we forgot to mention any supporters, financially or morally. We got a lot of things done with all your help 
and we will continue to work hard to realize all the things we have been dreaming of... 

We hope you enjoyed reading all the news from Esperanza Verde and of course we hope to see many of you here (again) in this small paradise 
in the Peruvian jungle. 
Abrazos, Douwe, Olivia, Kayla and Marlon.
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Directly: 

O. Conrads 
Ref.:   Esperanza Verde 
Bank:   ABN AMRO 
Acc.nr.:   581383192 
IBAN:   NL68ABNA0581383192 
BIC/SWIFT:  ABNANL2A 
Bank address: 
Schonenburgseind 
Postbus 25 
3990 DA HOUTEN 
The Netherlands

In Holland: (Foundation with ANBI) 

Stichting Esperanza Verde 
Bank:        Triodos 
Acc.nr.:        19.83.12.393 
IBAN :          NL74TRIO0198312393 
BIC/SWIFT: TRIONL2U

In Switzerland:

national or international:
Förderverein Esperanza Verde Schweiz
Bank:   Postfinance Zürich
Acc.nr:   60-566781-6
IBAN:   CH83 0900 0000 6056 6781 6
BIC:   POFICHBEXXX

In Germany Förderverein Esperanza Verde e.V. 

For national Transfer:
Kontoinhaber:       Foerderverein Esperanza Verde e.V. 
Bank:                       Saalesparkasse in Halle
Kontonummer:      3900031435
Bankleitzahl:           800 537 62
 
For international Transfer:
Account Owner:      Foerderverein Esperanza Verde e.V.
Name of Bank:         Saalesparkasse
Address:                    Ernst-von-Harnack-Hof 2, 06120    
         Halle (Saale)
IBAN:                          DE15 8005 3762 3900 0314 35
BIC-/SWIFT-Code:    NOLADE21HAL

 

Donations can go to: 

If you want to write us a letter, send a postcard, or send us some local sweets from your country, we are always happy 
to receive anything. 
Please don’t send packages over 2kg, as it is a hassle to get them through customs here. 

Esperanza Verde 
c/o Olivia Conrads/Douwe Bakker 
Apartado 85 (P.O. Box)
Pucallpa,  Peru 
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